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By Jim Aschwanden, CATA Executive Director
As we go to press, Donald Trump is still the president-elect, the
Green Party is spending millions to recount ballots, the Left Coast is
bluer than ever, getting stoned on pot is now legal, and yet it seems
everyone is irritated about something. I’ve been trying to think of a
good way to summarize the results of both state and national elections, and all I can come up with is “I’m glad it’s over.” In many
ways, this election was like watching a street brawl between people
you really don’t care for, and you’re just left wondering how we got
in the middle of this mess.
As we’ve watched both the majority of Democrats likely to
election results and the emotional be present in both houses of our
reactions to those results, it seems state legislature. It makes it far
that we need a national “time easier for the Dems to raise taxes
out.” Too many people are hyper- and move other agendas through
ventilating over the prospects of the process, but it also presents
what might happen, what might increased risk if they go too far
not happen, or what is going to over the line.
stop happening.
In many of the legislative
Just chill, folks — life will districts, the margin of victory
go on. Some stuff will happen, was slim, and if they alienate
some won’t, and you just have even a small number of voters
to trust that enough good, smart, in some districts, their present
practical people are engaged in victory will be short-lived. The
the process to ensure that our moderate Democrats will play an
republic will endure. Trump isn’t important role in balancing that
the boogie man, Hillary wasn’t agenda, and we’ll just have to see
our only hope for salvation, and how those relationships play out
just maybe this mess won’t end over the next two years. Should
up being such a mess after all. make for an interesting session.
Take a breath. Get over it. Please.
One of the most important
Democratic Super Majority
events in January is the release of
As I noted above, California is the Governor’s budget proposal,
now bluer than ever, with a super
(Continued on page 2)

Officers’ Corner
Could Doc@Distance Be Right for You?

By Erin Gorter, CATA State Treasurer
When I was a little girl, like many little girls, I wanted to be a veterinarian. For someone who loved animals it seemed like an excellent
career opportunity. But I soon realized that I would not get to spend my days diagnosing My Little Ponies and Pound Puppies. Thus, I
changed career pathways, knowing that no one would ever refer to me as Dr. Thompson.
Two degrees and a name
change later, I have found anoth- for anyone thinking of taking personnel, just to name a few.
seven units per semester with
er opportunity through the Doc@ this path.
There are 32 faculty members three units over summer. There
Distance program leading to the The Doc@Distance Program
combined from both institutions, is opportunity to take additional
creation of Dr. Gorter. For those
Approved in 2000, the pro- which work with each cohort units if you choose. The majority
of you who may be interested in gram is the first and only of its providing expertise in a variety of the program is asynchronous
pursuing a terminal degree in kind. The four-year program of agricultural education-related with modules opening weekly.
agricultural education, the Doc@ has been utilized by profession- fields, including teacher prepaA typical module may include
Distance joint Ed.D. program als nationwide from a wealth of ration, extension education and assignments such as online disthrough Texas A&M University backgrounds and careers. The communications.
cussion forums, presentations,
and Texas Tech University is current Cohort 7 is made up of The Coursework
collaborative projects, reflection
about to open the application agriculture teachers, extension
For the first two years of the journals or abstract writing, to
for Cohort 8 to start in August agents, food bloggers, school Doc@Distance program, you name a few. And reading. Don’t
2017. Here is some information administrators and military take a prescribed curriculum of forget the reading. There is a lot
of reading.
Some instructors prefer to
administer online exams, while
some do not. It’s a wide range of
methods, as is any college setting.
On rare occasions, you may be
asked to conduct a live online
presentation, but the professors
are very good about setting up
(Continued from page 1)
more instances of districts simply who have assisted the Founda- flexible schedules.
The Costs
and we’re really not expecting supplanting district dollars with tion in these efforts.
As Mark Twain once said,
too many surprises. Given the CTE funds, with no real impact or
We are hopeful that the CATA
“Training
is everything. The
results of the national election, benefit to local programs. These Advanced Leadership Conferit would probably be prudent to scarce dollars are now set to ence can be rescheduled for this peach was once a bitter almond;
assume that federal revenues sent decline over the next few years, spring — we had an exciting cauliflower is nothing but a cabto California will not flow as they and we cannot let funds vital to program lined up for this past bage with a college education.”
If you want to be cauliflower,
have in the past. This may impact our programs get ripped off for December until state contract
it
will
have a price, with an outthe allocation of some resources other purposes.
processes sidelined our activity.
(Continued
on page 3)
for priorities and programs, and
If you are aware of instances Hopefully we can get contracts
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we’ll just have to wait and see
if it dramatically alters the way
that California restructures its
expenditures. For the time being,
we expect the Governor to take
a cautious approach.
Career Technical Education
Funding
We continue to work with our
GetREAL partners to identify
sources of permanent, sustainable funding for Career Technical
Education programs in California. Part of the frustration we face
is the attitude within the legislative and administrative branches
of government that somehow
they “fixed” CTE by providing
short-term funding through the
CTE Incentive Grant.
As that program has been
implemented, we are hearing

where this has occurred, we
would love to hear from you. In
the meantime, we will continue to
stress the importance of funding
CTE in a sustainable manner so
that these important programs
continue.
Program Growth
On the Ag Ed front, we continue to see program growth and
increased student participation
in all regions. All of the leadership conferences have been wellattended, and we recognize the
need to expand both the numbers
and locations of future conferences. The FFA Foundation
Board has been very aggressive
in seeking new support for these
important activities, with the
goal of increasing access for more
students. Thanks to those of you

that were supposed to be in place
last August finally approved
this spring. Don’t you just love
bureaucracy?
Finally, we know that another
hectic season of Field Days, Leadership Contests, Fairs, etc. is
ready to kick off. Besides having
lots of fun opportunities to bond
with your students on long road
trips, this time of year is also a
great time to grow and learn as
an Ag teacher. There are a lot of
folks in this profession who will
willingly give of their time and
talent if you have the courage to
ask for some help. At the same
time, please be willing to mentor
and guide others as the opportunity arises — our profession will
be stronger for it.
Have a great spring season!D
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Region News
Bad Day? Turn to Student Testimonials for a Lift

By Craig Davidson, Highland High School
Like some of you reading this article, I woke up this morning tired. It was hard, but I was able to persevere past the dark, cold and
foggy atmosphere that was hovering over my house. The rain was battling down and I really didn’t want to go in to work. Have you ever
had those days? Have you ever noticed you’re on burnout by the time Thanksgiving comes along and the Christmas break can’t come
fast enough?
I think we’ve all been there at
The FFA program has impact- grades and also have responI’m Jacquelyn Barrera from
some point. It’s good for us to ed me in different ways. I have sibilities at the same time. This Highland High School. I am curtake a step back, perhaps pull been in Ag for four years now program has really helped me rently a senior and this was actuout our “Bad Day File” and be and have gained knowledge and through skills I never thought ally only my second year taking
reminded of the good we are all skills toward agriculture. The ag I would develop. I just want to an Ag class and being involved
doing within our classrooms. program here at Highland has say thank you ag, and thanks to with the FFA. I can honestly say
As you know, we don’t always many opportunities for us to be my ag teachers who encouraged that I wish I had taken an Ag
know which students we are involved with.
me to be the best I can be and not class since my freshman year. The
reaching, or how impactful our
For example, I have gained miss out on the opportunities that experiences FFA has let me be a
relationships are. In many cases, experience in public speaking were coming my way.
part of have really changed my
it’s the kid you least think you’ve and have learned how to grow
— Victoria Benavidez
(Continued on page 4)
reached who is the kid who has and nurture plants and animals.
been most impacted.
This program has had a huge
I asked my students last night impact because it has taught me
to write a brief testimony of how the importance of the things that
the program has changed them. can be used on a daily basis. Ag
These are great encouragements has also shown me that this world
to me, but may they also serve revolves around agriculture and
as encouragements to YOU without it our world would be
because your students, I bet, are useless.
meeting. Even from a distance,
(Continued from page 2)
very similar to ours.
— Melanie Grove
of-state tuition tag slapped on it. we have grown close through
Student Testimony
The ag program has impacted Financial aid is available. Texas this experience.
The Agriculture Program has my life by determining my fu- A&M University’s financial aid Final Thoughts
Is it a lot of work? Yes. Is it
impacted many students and ture. I’ve decided to become a office is the way to go. They are
worth
it? In my opinion, yes. Will
set
up
to
process
the
aid,
includI’m proud to say that I’m one of large animal vet due to the Highthose students. The Ag program land Future Farmers of America ing units at both universities. As I be paying for it for the rest of
has helped me in many areas. program that I’ve been involved with most things in life that are my life? Yes, but my childhood
This program has helped me in over the past four years of my worth it, they come with either a dream of being called Dr. Thompchoose the career I want to take, high school experience. I enjoy proverbial price tag of hard work son will now be replaced with the
it has helped me be prepared for being hands-on with animals or, in this case, a literal price tag reality of Dr. Gorter.
And, if it had been a mistake or
the future. It has not just helped and learning about their life cycle of college tuition.
There are some additional “not for me,” I could have gracecareer wise, but also has helped and anatomy. I’ve decided to go
me become a better person. It has to college to study agriculture costs to this priceless education fully bowed out without having
helped me with many leadership and to make that part of my life. in regards to travel. Each cohort left my career, house and family.
skills also, because it has taught Agriculture has also taught me travels to an induction meet- For me, it works.
And my, have I learned a lot.
me that reaching out to the com- many other things besides ani- ing in majestic Lubbock, Texas
munity and getting involved is mals, such as respect, courtesy, (Wreck ’em!) in August prior to The cohort model allows for
important.
and commitment to your work. starting the semester. The second collaboration with others who
cohort meeting happens during have the same interests and
I went into this program just
— Savannah Aborqui
December of year two in fabulous passions as me, but also varying
because I needed one of the
classes it offered. I didn’t know
The agriculture program has College Station, Texas (Gig ’em!). perspectives.
The application for being adI was going to end up really lik- impacted me tremendously in Then you will travel to wherever
ing this program or that it was many different ways. It helped that year’s American Associa- mitted as a part of Cohort 8 in the
going to impact me the way it me challenge myself to try new tion for Agricultural Education Doc@Distance program will open
did. I’m really happy I joined; things and be a leader in the (AAAE) National Conference in January 2017 with applications
the people and the teachers in world. It showed me that I can is held. Finally, you will meet being reviewed in April. More
it are all great. All the activities turn my weaknesses into my one last time as a cohort back in information on the process can
Lubbock. From there, your travel be found at the website below,
that the Ag program offers have strengths.
helped me open up more and
This program has really made will be coordinated between you or feel free to ask a fellow Calibe more social with everyone. I me the person I am today. It and your committee to wrap up fornian who is currently in, or
has completed the program. D
do not regret one bit in joining helped me be more comfortable the whole process.
http://alec.tamu.edu/academics/
Having
met
my
entire
cohort
the Agriculture Program. Now and confident in presenting in
distance-education/joint-eddI want to be an ag teacher.
other classes, not just in ag. It only once, I am very much
program/
— Diana Zuniga
showed me how to maintain my looking forward to our second

Officers’ Corner

Could Doc@Distance
Be Right for You?
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Region News
Bad Day? Turn to Student Testimonials for a Lift
(Continued from page 3)
outlook on the world and my life.
The program that Highland has
to offer pushed me to be involved
in activities that I would have
never tried. One example would
be raising a market sheep for the
Kern County Fair. This experience has taught me much about
business and responsibility. Also
the FFA has helped me become
involved with my community by
doing some community cleanups or hosting Fall Harvest where
kindergarteners get the opportunity to come on our school farm
and do many activities to learn
about the agriculture industry.
If it wasn’t for the FFA program
at my school, I would not have
learned many great skills and
opportunities that awaited me.
— Jacquelyn Barrera
Ag has given me the opportunity to expand my knowledge of

how agriculture works in not just
America, but countries around
the world as well. It has made me
a better person as a whole and has
shaped me into a leader. Through
ag I have made friendships that
will last a lifetime and I have
met some of the most dedicated
teachers in the nation. They help
students open up and become
model citizens who can be looked
up to or help them set an example
for those whose leadership qualities aren’t necessarily developed
to their potential. This experience
has led me to challenge myself in
areas outside of my comfort zone.
Without ag I wouldn’t be half the
person I am today.
— Hannah Dill
The Ag program has impacted
me by encouraging me to step out
of my shell and how to be comfortable in social environments.
I am not a very outgoing person

This generation of
students will deliver the
next generation of solutions.
ASU’s top-ranked W. P. Carey School of Business is preparing
tomorrow’s leaders for the complex food industry. With generous
scholarships and the resources of one of America’s largest
business schools, the bachelor’s degree in business with a
concentration in food industry management is offered oncampus or 100% online, delivering the skills and expertise
required to succeed in a global environment. Learn more at
wpcarey.asu.edu/agribusiness-degrees

when I am meeting new people,
and the Ag program has helped
me to step out of that and to try
to reach out and make friends.
Even though I have not personally participated in any public
speaking events, Mr. Davidson
taught us how to speak in class
and we practiced our public
speaking — he has taught me
valuable skills. These skills I can
carry out into my everyday life,
from meeting new people, to
interviews, and even to marketing. He has taught me to have
a good firm handshake, always
make eye contact, and has taught
me how to always be prepared.
— Mariah Reyes
The Highland Agriculture
program has provided me with
so much knowledge and so many
opportunities that no other program at my school could have
ever given me. This program has
helped me realize that I want to
go into this field in the future and
for the rest of my life. I’ve not only
realized what I want to do in my
future, but I’ve also gained more
confidence, speaking skills, time
management skills, and many
more friends. I have met many
of my closest friends through
the Highland Agriculture program and I love my entire FFA
family. Without this program,
I would still be shy and maybe
even clueless of what I wanted
my future career to be. Thank
you, Highland Agriculture for all
the great laughs and memories I
will never forget!
— Yazmin Luna
The Highland FFA program
has impacted me in so many
different ways. Before I reached
high school, I showed lambs at
the fair with my older brother
while he was in the FFA. At that
time, I thought the only difference between me showing independently and someone showing
in the FFA was that blue jacket
that they added to their show
uniform. When I finally became a
freshman, I learned that it meant
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so much more. From sharpening
my public speaking skills, to
learning that leadership is just a
fancy word for service. The FFA
did it all. I learned the different
problems that the ag community faces and how important
agriculture actually is. I learned
and practiced communication,
teamwork, responsibility, organization, and was able to take
pride in helping others be happy
and feel welcome. I was always an
odd bird, but the FFA made me
feel like I belonged and like I had
people supporting me, people
who cared. The FFA program
gave me so many opportunities
to travel across the state and visit
different colleges such as UC
Davis and Fresno State. I was
able to travel to Kentucky and
participate as a national delegate
and represent the California FFA
Association. I’ve met so many
different people whom I love and
still keep in contact with today.
Not to mention my advisors.
They are among the greatest
and most encouraging people
anyone could meet. They kept me
going when the going got tough.
Because of them and the people I
met and the FFA program itself,
I was able to become the person
that I am today.
— Savannah Carter, Alumni
I have been involved in the
Agriculture program for 4 years
and I have learned many useful skills that have helped me
throughout the school year. I
have learned responsibility and
dedication to the program and
enjoy the hands-on activities.
The program has influenced me
to continue my studies in college and someday have a career
in Agriculture. The Agriculture
program has also allowed me to
raise market animals and learn
more about public speaking.
The Agriculture program has
been very beneficial to my school
year and I highly recommend it
to students.
— Bayley Lopez
		
D
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News and Views
Movie Lessons: Two Generations Can
Gain Inspiration from Each Other

By Wesley Hunt, North Coast Region President, Healdsburg Union High School
Every so often, my Sundays consist of nothing more than movie marathons. I know that not everyone has this luxury, because of little
ones running around or master’s homework to be completed, and our never-ending list of to-do’s, but if you get a chance, here’s my new
movie recommendation.
“The Intern,” with Robert
loyal and dedicated to your
De Niro and Anne Hathaway,
school and your students. They
follows a retired 70-year-old
are your people and they need
man who applies to be a “senior”
you. Ask for help within that
intern at an online clothing comcommunity and our Ag Ed
pany, and ends up becoming the
community.
CEO/brand creator’s personal in• Ride the bike: Anne Hathaway
tern. They go through a myriad of
rides her bike through the
events, and at the end they form
office to get across the room
a friendship, but at the end of the
quickly. I like to think that
day they both become better at
this is a great metaphor for
their jobs.
encouraging all of us to take
They learn a ton from each
the fun route, but don’t forget
other and I think Ag teachers
to wave and smile to everyone
could use the same approach.
along the way. We need to
We need to work harder to blend
make sure that even though
the old and new, or fresh and
we have high expectations of
experienced. I know that we
our students and love each
sometimes get stuck in our own
other, we enjoy the ride that is
little world, making sure all our
our chosen career. Enjoy your
t’s are crossed and i’s are dotted,
fellow Ag teachers and have a
but we need to do more to mentor
little fun!
each other, on both ends of the
spectrum.
Learn from Each Other
Bottom line: we need the traMovie Ideas Worth
ditional as much as the innovaConsidering
tive. We are a better profession
A couple of things we could
because we have experienced
keep in mind from the movie to
teachers and younger, fresh
better blend our profession:
teachers.
• Dress professionally: My
If you’re older, find a young
favorite part of the movie
sional letters and emails. Use
most from our mentors. Their teacher to draw inspiration and
is when the young online
proper grammar and spelling.
experiences and advice are best energy from. If you’re a younger
interns all talk with Robert
Teach the boys to hold open
served when chatting over a teacher, find a mentor teacher
De Niro about why he chooses
doors, and everyone to leave
meal.
and learn everything they know.
to wear a suit every day. He
a decent tip for your table • Commitment and dedication:
We can only be better, if we
says, “It’s more comfortable.”
of 12 that just had 47 soda
Whether we work at one school openly choose to communicate
While we need to remember
refills. This is quite possibly
our entire career or move a with each other and learn from
to be comfortable, we need to
my favorite thing kids learn
few times, become committed, each other.
D
be professionally dressed too.
while we travel to National
Seems pretty simple, but if we
Convention each year—Yes
ask our kids to dress the part,
ma’am, no ma’am, thank you,
we probably should too.
and everything in between.
• Try new things: Don’t be • Have a conversation: Yes, a
Our Corporate Members are listed with a brief descripscared to try the new gadget
real face-to-face conversation.
tion of their products on the next few pages.
or app on your cell phone. Do
While we love email, text,
We encourage your patronage of our Corporate Memwhat you can to make yourself
phone calls and any other sobers, as they have shown a commitment to supporting
more efficient and more incial media or convenient ways
agricultural education in California.
tune with what kids are doing
of communication, they don’t
If you are aware of any others who may be interested in
to best manage teams of all
replace human interaction
this type of membership, call (209) 744-1614 or email cata@
kinds.
from a face-to-face conversacalagteachers.org so we may send pertinent information. D
• Respect and manners never
tion. That face-time converdie: Learn how to write professation is when we learn the

Corporate Membership
2016–2017
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Corporate Membership
Farmers
Warehouse

P.O. Box 160
4367 Jessup Rd.
Keyes, CA 95328

(800) 400-6377
Fax (209) 634-6341

Feed & Seed
Supplier

www.FarmersWarehouse.com

AgEdNet.com
Janet Schneider

California
Association of
Pest Control
Advisers
Ruthann Anderson
President/CEO

2300 River Plaza Dr., #120
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 928-1625
Fax (916) 928-0705
www.capca.com

137 S. Main, West Bend, WI 53095
(800) 236-7862
Fax (262) 334-6225
jschneider@agednet.com
www.agednet.com

Flexible, affordable, comprehensive online
agriculture curriculum since 1994.

SEQUOIA
FLORAL INT’L
www.sequoiafloral.com

Haley Sayre

Flora
Fresh,
Inc.

Allan Nishita,
President
1127 Fee Drive
Sacramento, CA 95815
(916) 927-9767
Fax (916) 927-9788
millien@florafreshinc.com
www.florafreshinc.com

Wholesale Florist

Floriculture Representative
haley@sequoiafloral.com

Network
for a
Healthy
California
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/
programs/cpns/Pages/
AboutUs.aspx

Katharina Streng
katharina.streng@cdph.ca.gov
10% OFF
First Order!!
Offer Code:
FFA 4

3245 Santa Rosa Ave., Santa Rosa, CA 95407
1-800-949-1295 Ext. 100
California Curriculum Consultants

Al DeRose

(805) 610-6765
al.derose@cevmultimedia.com

Rick Phillips

JR Simplot Co.
P.O. Box 912, Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 235-5685
rick.phillips@simplot.com
www.nutrientsforlife.org

Crop nutrient/
soil health education
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Steve DeRose

(805) 459-3703
steve.derose@cevmultimedia.com

Maggie McGill

(858) 837-9110
maggie.mcgill@cevmultimedia.com

Thomas McMullen

(310) 598-0442
thomas.mcmullen@cevmultimedia.com

www.icevonline.com

Corporate Membership
Green Tree
Nursery

Goodheart-Willcox
Publisher

Patty Baskin

23979 Lake Road
La Grange, CA 95329
(209) 874-9100
Fax (209) 874-2381
Patty@greentreenursery.com
www.greentreenursery.com

Peter Martinovich

18604 West Creek Drive
Tinley Park, IL 60477
(800) 673-4993 (888) 409-3900
pmartinovich@g-w.com
merffmeyer@g-w.com
www.g-w.com

Proud to help the
Future Farmers
with a multi-budded
fruit cocktail tree
fundraiser!

Textbooks and Digital
Learning Solutions for
Agriculture Education; Full
Portfolio of Career and
Technical Education Titles

Tulare
County
Farm
Bureau

Details at horticulturevideos.com
Jennifer Johnson
Business & Events Manager
jennifer@agcouncil.org

Cornell University
College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences

1121 L Street, Suite 304
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-4887
Fax (916) 443-0601
www.agcouncil.org

Protecting California’s
#1 industry

CALS Admissions

177 Roberts Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853-5905
(607) 255-2036
Fax (607) 255-8370
cals_admissions@cornell.edu http://cals.cornell.edu

Tricia Stever
Blattler

737 N. Ben Maddox Way
Visalia, CA 93292
Mail: P.O. Box 748
Visalia, CA 93279
(559) 732-8301
Fax (559) 732-7029
www.tulcofb.org
TCFB@tulcofb.org

America Moves It With

Pacific Gas and
Electric Company®

(800) 446-1407
(563) 547-3247
Fax (563) 547-5366
President
gary@alumline.com
P.O. Box 59, Cresco, Iowa 52136
www.alumline.com

Joe Horak

Gary Gooder

Manager
Agriculture & Food Processing
Large Enterprise Accounts
111 Stony Circle
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-9599
jphp @ pge.com
(707) 577-7080

Truck Bodies - Utility Trailers – Stock Trailers
Car Haulers – Flatbed Trailers – Tool Boxes – Pro Haulers
Sports Haulers – Fire & Rescue – and more!

Where Workmanship Lasts a Lifetime
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Corporate Membership
Donkey
Sports,
Inc.

P.O. Box 2367, Turlock, CA 95381
(800) 540-FEED
AssociatedFeed.com

Bruce &
Sandy Wick

Animal Feed Products
and Services
Bill
Ballesteros
Lic.#0f50028

Zenith
Insurance
Company

(559) 449-4744
Fax (559) 286-6261
knaffziger@thezenith.com
www.thezenith.com

Team of workers’
compensation
professionals

Donkey Basketball
Donkey Baseball

Contact:
800-549-7476
Fax: 800-549-8070
Cell: 661-809-6191
Email: wballesteros@parklandrep.com
Mailing Address: 2190 Sombrero Drive
Los Osos, CA 93402
Securities offered through Parkland Securities Company, LLC. Member FINRA and SIPC.

Kimberly Naffziger
7440 N. Palm Ave. #103
Fresno, CA 93711

5696 Entiat River Road
Entiat, WA 98822
(509) 784-1145
1-800-497-3912
info@donkeysports.com

Paula Maita & Company
9080 Elk Grove Blvd.
Elk Grove, CA (916) 685-9480
www.paulamaita.com
Embroidery
Awards – Plaques
Golfing Items
Glass and Crystal
Sandcarving

Executive Gifts
Promotional Products
Laser Engraving
Screen printing
T-shirts

California Poultry
Federation
Art Razo

Outreach/Social Media
4640 Spyres Way, Suite 4
Modesto, CA 95356
(209) 576-6355
Fax (209) 576-6119
Cell (209) 556-3403
art@cpif.org
www.cpif.org

Cal Poly Pomona

Don B. Huntley College of Agriculture
Services provided for our CATA friends:
• Pre-admission counseling for your students
• Classroom presentations by our Ag Ambassadors
• Field trips of the college and farm
• Teacher assistance by phone or email

Ted Fleming

Technical Recruiter
Peterson Cat
955 Marina Blvd., San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 618-2908 dir (510) 673-2252 cell
ttfleming@petersoncat.com www.petersoncat.com

Contact Rhonda Ostrowski
(909) 869-3718		
rlostrowski@cpp.edu
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Corporate Membership
Liz Baskins

Eric Bredenberg

Program Coordinator - Outreach

2300 River Plaza Drive
Sacramento, CA 95833-3293
Liz@LearnAboutAg.org

Department
of Agriculture
Measurement
Standards
Tim Niswander

Agricultural
Commissioner-Sealer
680 N. Campus Drive, Suite B
Hanford, CA 93230
(559) 852-2830
Fax (559) 582-5251
tim.niswander@co.kings.ca.us
www.countyofkings.com

Morrison School
of Agribusiness
Karen Rodriguez

7231 E. Sonoran Arroyo Mall,
Suite 230
Mesa, AZ 85212
(480) 727-5266
Fax (480) 727-1961
Karen.Rodriguez@asu.edu
wpcarey.asu.edu/agribusinessdegrees

Preparing undergrad &
doctoral students for
careers in public sector,
private sector & academia

3262 Donnie Ann Road
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(617) 283-4507

Main: (916) 561-5625
Direct: (916) 561-5637

eric.bredenberg@cengage.com
www.NGL.Cengage.com/school

www.LearnAboutAg.org

Shannon Douglass

shannon@calagjobs.com
(530) 680-4545
CalAgJobs.com
P.O. Box 4628
Orland, CA 95953

@CalAgJobs
facebook.com/calagjobs
linkedin.com/in/
shannondouglass

Gateway Fund Raising

Alvin Yamashiro

557 Alderberry Lane
Pomona, CA 91767
(909) 625-2887
Fax: (909) 626-5738
alvinyamashiro@yahoo.com

Ketcham’s
Sheep
Equipment
Katie Chambers
Sales Manager

6471 Miller Drive
Edwardsville, IL 62025
Tel/Fax (618) 656-5388
ksemsheep@hotmail.com
www.ketchamssheepequipment.
com

Quality livestock
equipment
manufactured in U.S.

Cookie Dough, Cheesecakes, Cheese, Sausage, Pretzels, Chocolate,
Pizza, Cakes, Popcorn, Jelly Belly, Lollipops, Nuts, Candles, etc.

SB/12 Nutritional Products for On Campus Sales
“Mahalo Nui Loa”

California State Beekeepers
Association, Inc.
Carlen Jupe

Secretary/Tresurer
5307 Jeppson Ct.,Salida, CA 95368
(209) 545-5353 Phone/Fax
castatebeekeepers@hotmail.com
www.californiastatebeekeepers.com

Education and advocacy on behalf
of professional beekeepers
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John Scheuber
4100 Bangs Ave.
Modesto, CA 95356
(209) 541-4092
Fax (209) 545-8244
john.scheuber@vsi.cc
www.vsi.cc

Animal Health
Products Distributor

News and Views
Strictly Ag Mechanics…

By Mark Perkins, Willows High School
Amazingly enough, this title actually applies to me. For the first time in many years, I am teaching three wood and three welding
classes. By the way, it’s not that ag mechanics is better than any other subject; I just like it the best. Who wouldn’t want to be in a room
with dangerous tools and teenagers?
I am going to bounce on a
few different subjects that are Common Core: The old is new
somewhat related to each other: again!
Giving back to the profession,
As I see it, the common core
retirement, the common core, curriculum for the non-Career
and certifications.
Technical Education (CTE) subjects is just the attempt to teach
Giving Back: It makes us all
the core classes in ways we albetter.
ready teach. Some core teachers
Those who have known me are finding this difficult. Some
over the years understand I have are not.
had some ideas about teachHowever, it’s not our job, as
ing that may not necessarily teachers of agriculture, to be genbe considered “mainstream.” ed’s common core. It is our job
Admittedly, I’ve missed some to interpret gen-ed’s common
opportunities along the way.
core as it relates to our subjects.
I have also missed the last few I am not passing judgment on
deadlines for contributing to the the content of the common core.
Golden Slate and I think it is
How does that then work for
important that every one of us us? Take for example any weldshould contribute to our profes- ing machine. It is a bit complex in
sion through our publication. terms of set-up and usage. There
The Golden Slate is published are many variables. AC, DC, DC+,
only three times a year. Just tell DC-, DCEN, DCEP, volts, amps,
us what you do.
CC, CV, open circuit voltage, etc.
Secondly, keep in touch with
Confusing, right? Experiences
our newer teachers. This is simple from your past must come into
to do. It is good to see that the play! No one part of welding is
Vision 2030 is addressing men- isolated from the other and cause
toring. If you’re not picking the and effect is the welding process.
brains of your colleagues, then
Relate a welding machine to
Silly little black-and-white a math function machine. On an
you and I are missing out AND the common core? OK, let’s take
doing a lot of extra work! Ag edu- the CPM math textbook and look diagrams, (super uninterest- actual welder, it’s the same and
cation and teaching is the noblest at some of the content. Confus- ing) that show inputs, outputs, the “right answer” is the correctof professions. Help sustain it.
ing, right? In it are these thingies and an equation or two. (Inputs ness of the weld you make and
called “function machines.” (See go in the top, go through the not a numerical output.
equation(s) and the output is then
Here’s another math example:
Retirement: It’s not too soon
diagram below)
the numerical algebraic answer.) y = mx + b, the slope-intercept
to start.
We used to call this “solving formula. A carpenter’s framing
I sat through a State Teachers
equations.” Now it’s called a square is the “high tech” version
Retirement System (STRS) retire“function machine.” One even of the y = mx + b machine, and
ment seminar this past summer
looks like a soda machine! Still stairs, rafters and right angles are
and I was amazed at how inforit IS a machine, just like a welder outputs of that machine.
mative and painless it was. Who
IS a machine.
Once again, without bringing
knew, right?
Are not welder manuals and in other already-learned experiI recommend you do this
technical manuals written with ences, this is very confusing.
ASAP. Even if you think your
silly little hand-drawn black-and- The common core wants you to
retirement is really far off, don’t
white diagrams that are super use knowledge from across the
wait! It’s a little like seeing the
uninteresting? (See above)
curriculum to solve problems—a
test questions before you take it.
Well, a CPM function machine well-rounded student, in other
Additionally, take any amount
is just a welding machine in dis- words. So does ag ed.
of money you can afford each
guise. You determine the inputs
Ag students need to be told
month out of your paycheck,
of a welder, and it “crunches that common core stuff, like the
right up front, and invest it somenumbers,” and you get outputs CPM text and the Ag shop actuwhere for retirement! After 30 or
(Continued on page 12)
based upon your skills, just like
so years it adds up!
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News and Views
Honorary
American
Degree
Recipients
Recipients of the Honorary
American Degree are (from left):
Julie Beechinor, Jake Dunn, Troy
Van Bavel, Josiah Mayfield and
Bonnie Magill.
Not pictured: Luke Larson, Nikki
Maddux, Linda Todd, Angela
Mayfield

Strictly Ag Mechanics…
(Continued from page 11)
ally ARE the same thing! Welding
is not a series of isolated events;
neither is math, science, history
and English! Students will never
know this unless we tell them!
You will hear me say, “…and
that’s your common core right
there…” like when explaining
why the manual on the MIG
welder says, “settings for 0.035
in wire is 1.6 inches per ampere,
based on 1/8” material thickness.” Then when a student’s
weld is of poor quality, I ask,
“What other experiences have
you had that can change your
weld (the outputs)?” or “What
can you fall back on, in your past
welding experiences, to make
this weld better?” Get the wrong
answer, go back and rework the
problem or adjust the machine.
Actually, practice welding more.
Truthfully, I usually just say, “It’s
not right. Do it again!”
So the real common core battle
becomes getting my students
to remember what other factors they know about (should
know about) to get this function
machine to give you the right
answer. Too hot, too cold, too far
away, too fast, too slow, etc. The
ag mechanics industry is begging
us to give them a “total package”
worker not the, “where’s the
metal guy!” This struggle isn’t
new either, just repackaged.

These are the kinds of ideas our
non-voc ed (OK, CTE) colleagues
are struggling with. How hard
would it be, as ag teachers, if you
don’t have piles of practical examples to illustrate your lessons
from? In short, like a lot of things
in the education profession, you
already ARE common core!
Certification: What are we
doing?
I am going to admit up front
to NOT having my finger on the
pulse of all that’s current for certifications, but I do know that most
businesses will provide specific
training for their employees. I
don’t get it. What is the deal with
certification?
As a newbie teacher, almost 30
years ago at my first ag advisory
meeting, I asked members what
they wanted in my students if
they were to hire them.
They replied, “Send us a
kid that knows how to work!”
They assured me they would
train them and sure, some shop
aptitude was important, but
they would likely be “pushing a
broom” first off, just to see how
they work.
Nothing has changed! In the
past few weeks, I posed the same
question to local metal fabrication industry professionals,
and—no surprise to me—I got
the SAME answer! Yes, they may

have to test into the job, so some
skills are very necessary. They
will have to read some plans,
build some kind of project before
being hired.
What then does a certification
do? The company will provide
training specific to the job.
Also necessary, of no surprise
to me, were the so-called “soft
skills.” Also, not surprisingly
either, were computer (robotic)
programming skills. These
were emphatically emphasized
as EQUALLY important to the
“hard skills.”
How about AWS certification,
I asked? Reply, “Nope!” In fact,
statistics from a recent industry
survey of 50-plus area metal fab
businesses found that AWS certification was “not necessary” in
any of those businesses.
So again, what are we doing?
Would not teaching where we
emphasize the soft skills, some
real-life computer skills and
some common core stuff make
our students the most job ready?
Is there a cert for that? Certification as a teaching method to
motivate students and improve
quality I can see as being very
useful.
Are not the day-to-day and
somewhat painful affective
domain things we teach about
punctuality, attendance, tardiness, staying busy on task, team-
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work, thinking skills, and doing a
good job no matter how you feel,
more applicable to a potential
employer than the glam stuff
that’s passing for “cutting-edge”
curriculum these days?
Not that exposure to higherlevel skills is wrong, but it’s pretty
clear, employers can’t find “good
workers” and the three cents on
the dollar profit margin is already
cut very thin.
What about those fair projects,
especially from our juniors and
seniors? Do they really meet industry standards or are they just
“craft” type projects? Did they
come from a student-generated
blueprint, with an accurate cut
list, and would they pass the
same scrutiny as the project’s employers use to screen applicants?
Summary: Be you!
• Give back to your profession:
It makes us all better. Be that
“someone else will do it” person who actually does it.
• Get going on your retirement
planning! That day will come
sooner than you think. Fix the
roof when the sun is shining.
• Stay real: You were common
core before it was even thought
of as something “new” in education.
• Emphasize “soft skills.” It is
a vital part of the package! D

News and Views
Questions to Ponder… Answers from the
Future Generation of Agriculture Instructors

By Travis Cardoso, Operations Division Secretary, Hughson High School
The voice of a growing generation has spoken. The new generation of agriculture instructor has been growing for quite some time and
will be necessary in order to keep this profession alive. A hybridization of sorts at some point is going to have to take place between the
new and the old guard in order to make this transition as smooth as possible.
To allow the “older generation” to know what these as well. They feel that programs be hunted down for giving the for office within CATA. They
instructors really need from us, such as New Professionals, CATA an honest answer.
felt that currently, it is too much
Again, 26 people were polled of a popularity contest and they
30 surveys were sent out up and Regional Road Shows, CATA
down the state to agriculture Summer Conference, and Vision and of the 26 surveys returned, almost feel “shamed” for sharing
teachers in their first five years of 2030 have been instrumental in 20 said that they feel that CATA their opinions and views because
teaching. Of the 30 surveys sent making them feel informed and holds for them opportunity, via it differs from the more experiout, 26 surveys were returned, included. They also feel that professional development, cur- enced teacher’s way of thinking.
and for those who returned them, being able to collaborate within riculum building, Vision 2030 or
Two young teachers were still
I am very grateful. The questions their pathway/curriculum at networking. This looks promis- undecided on what the future
were simple, but I feel that they these entities is important to ing for many of our teachers with holds for them. They wanted
fewer years of service. Granted, to be able to get through all of
are going to give perspective to them as well.
those teachers who have been
Two of the individuals felt that this was only a small sample of their current “hoops” and then
teaching longer than five years the work ethic and dedication of teachers, but I did poll teachers see where it takes them after
to glean from this new/future members of the past have created from all sections.
year five.
Of the 20 who submitted
generation.
the strong foundation that we
Needless to say, these teachers
are able to see today. Without responses, seven felt that one all took a good long look in their
Questions
the struggle of those in the past, day they would eventually be mirrors before they answered
There were five questions the much of what we do today would interested in running for CATA and we all need to take these reoffice at a higher level. Many of sponses very seriously; the good
instructors had to answer:
not even be possible.
them stated that this would take with the bad is very important
1 What do you feel is the stronplace once things like tenure, as we try to grow CATA in the
gest aspect of CATA?
Answer: Question 2
2 What do you think the future
This question I looked at in induction, and other new teacher next 14 years to our “vision” of
of CATA holds for you?
great detail before I asked it. My programs were completed.
agriculture education in 2030.
Four of our young teachers
3 What is one area in which email that I sent out stated that
CATA can help younger teach- I wanted to actually get their proclaimed that they loved ev- Answer: Question 3
ers “stay in the game”?
voice heard. I told them that it erything that was taking place
When all 26 surveyed ap4 Do you feel supported by more would remain anonymous for at their current level right now proached this question, there
experienced teachers in our this specific reason so as to not and had no interest in running was an overwhelming consensus
profession; how/why?
that veteran teachers need to do
5 How can more experienced
a better job at prepping the new
agriculture educators help you
generation for the profession
become better?
as a whole. Some suggestions
included, but were not limited to,
The 26 instructors who had
meeting with “future agriculture
responded were very excited to
teachers” before they start the
feel included on a task such as
credential program and mentally
this. That is where the epiphany
prepare them for what life is like
hit; in the response emails from
in the real world. Another was
these teachers, they were all
that there should be a delegated
so very appreciative to have
CATA representive in each secthe opportunity to be a part of
tion whom younger teachers
something bigger than them. So
could contact if they need to ask
I will share the collective group’s
questions or talk. They like the
answers to each question.
idea of having someone outside
of their department so they can
Answer: Question 1
receive secure and professional
Of the 26 teachers polled, 24
opinions.
said that they appreciate the
Lastly, they were hoping that
ability to be a united/family front
more spots would be open in the
and have an amazing networkfuture for many of these mening opportunity, not only within
toring conferences. They felt as
their regions, but within the state
(Continued on page 14)
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News and Views
CCPT Grant Funds:
More Than What Meets the Eyes

By Sandy Dale, North Coast Ag Partners
New school vans, trucks, computer carts, large-scale printers, cordless microscopes, science equipment, and cool new teaching resources
are all “things” that are being purchased with the North Coast Ag Partners CCPT Grant funds. Some amazing changes are taking place
in all 16 schools involved in the North Coast Region grant. However, long after the computers have been ruled obsolete, the vehicle miles
roll over 100,000, and the equipment is worn out, the true benefits of the grant funding will still stand. It is not the physical changes that
we are making in these programs that will last; it is the upgrades in curriculum and relationships that we are fostering that will stand the
test of time.
course. Students and teachers Strengthening Relationships
— LITERALLY!). The goal of the
Implementing Agriscience
alike are enjoying the new curOne unexpected side effect of three-day retreat was to prepare
Pathway
riculum.
the grant funding has been the teachers to teach the new curThe goal of our grant fundSchools are moving through strengthening of the relation- riculum, plain and simple.
ing is to implement the new the approval process at their local ships among our teachers.
What happened there went far
Agriscience pathway courses in districts for the final courses with
The common goals created by beyond course preparation. Of
all of the schools. Our teachers the goal of having three pathway the vision have given our teach- course the teachers developed
have worked so hard to make courses being adopted at all 16 ers a place to focus their attention things like lesson plans, shared
this happen!
sites by 2018–2019.
in a team effort.
lab ideas, discussed pacing
This year all 16 schools are
The nature of this college- and
They have come together to guides and equipment lists.
teaching the Biology and Sustain- career-ready curriculum creates support one another in so many
But as the day went on into
able Agriculture course, eight something which will be around ways.
evening (and perhaps the wine
schools are teaching the Chem- long after the grant funding ends,
Last summer, the teachers at- started flowing), we took time to
istry and Agriscience course, benefiting both the students tended a “Teacher Collaboration reflect on some bigger issues afand one school is implementing today as well as the students in Summit” (so named because fecting our students and careers.
the Advanced Sustainable Ag the future.
“World Leaders” were present
Table topics like “What does an
effective Ag program look like?”
“How do I make time for myself/
family and still maintain a good
program?” “How do we reach
Department of Education (CDE) that would be fantastic. All 26 all students in our classes?” and
(Continued on page 14)
agriculture grows in California field days, the coaches of the stated that it could be anything many more were all talked out
and some of our more prominent agriculture mechanics contests from curriculum to a friendly and thoughts shared.
teachers begin to retire, it is going are more inviting.
smile. One teacher said that they
We got personal, learning more
to take many teachers to fill the
We had eight teachers who wanted to keep the “Breakfast about everyone’s strengths and
spot of one awesome teacher—a feel there is a large disconnect Club” style mentality and form applauding each other for them.
swatch of years 1–5 to not only between the two areas, old and a more united front. They all feel
To put it simply, the time
promote confidence, but also to new. They cannot really place at the future is bright as long as we together was not only valuable,
allow for growth. They know that what year the connection starts move in the right direction.
but powerful.
there is New Professionals, but to falter, but they feel any time
they were hoping for a smaller there is a new change in idea or Summing Up
Most Memorable
group approach.
policy, it is very difficult to get
In conclusion, the overall
There is no doubt that we are
their new point across. Many tone is that we as experienced all enjoying the amazing side
Answer: Question 4
less-experienced teachers say teachers have set the tone for effects that dollars pumped into
This question was answered they shut down when it comes to personal growth and career suc- a program brings.
in many different ways, and it meetings because they feel if they cess, but there is always room for
The students are feeling valued
seems like the majority feel that speak their mind, they are going improvement.
by more than just their Ag teachthey are supported, but only by to get shamed/”blacklisted” for
The next time we are at a con- ers and parents.
their master/cooperating teach- doing so.
ference, workshop, field day or
The teachers are getting to
ers. Of the 26 polled, 18 said
Many teachers who are new speech contest, go the extra mile use the latest in technology and
that they feel supported by their want and need the help, they and reach out to the new teach- getting their wish lists fulfilled.
master/cooperating teachers and said, but they do not want to feel ers across the room. Remember
The school administrations
that is really it.
horrible for bringing up a new we were in their shoes at one are more than happy to see the
The area that seems to show idea/policy.
point and look at how far we program upgrades.
the most promise is agriculture
have come.
But at the end of the day, I am
mechanics. Eight teachers said Answer: Question 5
Keep up the hard work, CATA, certain we will look back on these
that they feel that they could walk
The teachers who were sam- and let us continue to trend up- times and remember the things
up to any agriculture mechan- pled felt that as long as teachers ward and onward, because our that we learned from each other
ics instructor and receive great were willing to reach out and future depends on our decisions the most.
D
feedback. Even at the California offer help when they could, we make today.
D

Questions to Ponder…
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News and Views
Why Teachers Should Give Teachers, Not Pay Them

By Nicole Ray, Operations Division Vice Chair, Exeter High School
Living to serve. We are quite familiar with the concept. We teach it in our classrooms, and we practice it as we selflessly serve our students
on a daily basis. In the hustle and bustle of each day, we may sometimes overlook opportunities to serve members of the ag teaching family.
You may be familiar with
With the internet at our finger- cently released the patents to its
the Ag Ed Discussion Lab on What’s Original?
If you have some free time, I tips, information and resources technology.
Facebook. The online forum has
So what’s stopped you from
become a great opportunity to recommend the TED Radio Hour can travel at lightning speed.
share ideas and seek advice from podcast “What’s Original?” Remember Bloom’s Taxonomy? sharing? What are we afraid of?
What it comes down to, every- You likely consider those levels
I’m challenging you to share
those all over the U.S.
This past summer, I noticed a thing we know builds on what of knowledge as you design every resource you have. Why?
few teachers utilizing the forum others have created or learned. your curriculum, but have you Because we owe it to our students
as a means by which to market Teaching agriculture is science, thought about what it means to to give them the best possible
experience. You owe it to yourself
their teaching resources through it’s art, and it’s everything in you as a teacher?
We have come to what we to be the best teacher you can be.
a site called Teachers Pay Teach- between.
Consider some of best remix know as teachers through expoIf you open yourself to the
ers. I certainly understand the
idea of protecting intellectual songs of your time. As successful sure to individuals and ideas in idea of sharing, we can build on
property; however, I’m quite teachers that’s what we do. We a myriad of ways. Are you a pas- each other’s strengths to create
certain any teaching resource you take parts of the most fascinat- sive consumer of other teachers’ tremendous resources.
Join the Facebook Ag Ed Discreate is not an idea completely ing and relevant resources and knowledge and experience, or
repurpose them.
are you doing your part to help cussion Lab and participate, folunique to you.
actively contribute?
low other teachers on Pinterest,
Give, Not Pay
share your lessons on Canvas,
Teachers should give teach- tweet your triumphs and failures.
ers, not pay teachers. Benjamin We have nothing to lose, and
Franklin never patented any everything to gain.
D
of his inventions, and Tesla reLauren Peterson, agricultural educator at King City High School
in King City, California, was one of a select group of agriculture
teachers nationwide who received the 2016 Teachers Turn the Key
(TTTK) professional development scholarship from the National
Association of Agricultural Educators (NAAE).
As a scholarship recipient,
Peterson attended the NAAE NAAE
annual convention in Las Vegas,
NAAE is the professional orNovember 29–December 3.
ganization in the United States
The TTTK scholarship brings for agricultural educators. It
together agricultural educa- provides its more than 8,000
tors with four or fewer years of members with professional netexperience and immerses them working and development opin three days of professional de- portunities, professional liability
velopment that addresses issues coverage, and extensive awards
specific to the early years of teach- and recognition programs.
ing agriculture. Participants also
The mission of NAAE is “prohave the opportunity to become fessionals providing agricultural
involved in NAAE leadership education for the global comand network with other NAAE munity through visionary leadconvention attendees.
ership, advocacy and service.”
TTTK awardees come away The NAAE headquarters are in
from the experience with a long- Lexington, Kentucky.
lasting peer cohort and tools that Applications Due February 15
will help them have successful
Teachers interested in parcareers as agricultural educators. ticipating in Teachers Turn the
In addition to attending profes- Key this year should submit
sional development, each of the applications to CATA by FebruTTTK scholarship recipients was ary 15. The requirements for the
recognized at a general session application can be found at http://
during the NAAE convention. www.naae.org/resources/awards/.
RAM Trucks sponsors the TTTK
The 2017 NAAE conference
program as a special project of will be in Nashville, Tennessee,
the National FFA Foundation.
December 5–9.
D

King City High Teacher
Receives National Scholarship
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CATA Calendar of Events 2016–2017
January 5–6.................................................................Student Teacher Conclave .................................................................... Modesto
January 12–13..............................................................Winter Governing Board............................................................................... Galt
January 21...............................................................Natural Resources State Finals................................................................... Reedley
February 4............................................. Winter State Finals - Citrus, Tree & Vine Pruning...........................................CSU, Fresno
February 25................................................................. Central Region Meeting..................................................................Modesto JC
February 25............................................................. San Joaquin Region Meeting....................................................................... Tulare
February 27............................................................. South Coast Region Meeting...........................................................................TBD
March 11..................................................................... Superior Region Meeting........................................................................... Chico
March 25.................................................................. North Coast Region Meeting................................................................ Humboldt
April 8.........................................................................Southern Region Meeting......................................................Cal Poly, Pomona
April 22.........................................................................CSU - Fresno Field Day............................................................................Fresno
April 22–25.......................................................... State FFA Leadership Conference...................................................................Fresno
April 25–28..................................................................NAAE Region I Meeting................................................... Sheridan, Wyoming
May 6...........................................................................State FFA Judging Finals.........................................Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
June 25.....................................................................Executive Committee Meeting....................................Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
June 25.................................................................. Pre-Conference Governing Board.................................Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
June 25–29................................................................. CATA Summer Conference......................................Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
June 29................................................................. Governing Board Summer Retreat................................Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

Aggie Annex Now Online
Look for the Aggie Annex online at
www.calagteachers.org/GoldenSlate.html
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